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A Guide to Flipped Energy Audit Calculator
Welcome, to the Flipped Energy Audit Calculator, a tool that was designed to help you and your students calculate energy
costs and estimate energy savings. You can use this calculator by filling out the summary page and then going through
the lighting, appliance, computers and HVAC sections. You can calculate the costs for just one classroom or one energy
use category (like lighting) or you can use the calculator to do a full building audit. The calculator is designed to be filled
out on the computer and can include as much or as little math as you want your students to do. If you want to be able to
print out any of the sections so students can walk around collecting data please use the pink worksheets for printing.

If you have questions at any point in time you can always watch a video example for instructions by clicking on the
video link in the top
right corner of each worksheet or e-mail astainthorp@ase.org if you still have
questions.
Okay, let’s get started.

Summary Sheet
On the summary sheet, we will be collecting information about the places
being audited, the date of the audit, the cost your building pays for electricity
and pollution measured in C02 from the production of that electricity.
Please note that as we enter in lighting, appliance and computer energy use
information the total energy costs and potential energy savings calculations
will also show here.
1) First, remember to enter in your school name, date of the audit and
who is doing the audit. Having the date the audit took place maybe
useful later.
2) Next, add your energy costs
 Cost per Kilowatt –Hour (ask school administrators or facilities
staff or if you don’t know use the national average)
 Pollution emitted per Kilowatt (measured in lb. CO2)
o To find this out click on the “Look Up Here” and enter your 5 –
Digit ZIP code.
o

Record the C02 emissions in your area and enter it into the calculator.
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Lighting Cost Sheet
In an average school lighting can represent 30% of the schools electricity use and it can often be the easiest place to
start saving energy. On the lighting cost worksheet, we will be collecting information to calculate current energy use
and costs for lighting across the school. There are many ways to save energy from lighting, these can include
reducing light levels, reducing the amount of time the lights are on, using more efficient lighting and reducing the
number of lamps. The calculator will also show you how much energy and money each action will save based on
your recommendations.

Current Electricity Use Calculator
1) Enter the room number and fixture types. A fixture is the equipment that holds and powers the lamps or bulbs.
Most schools have overhead fluorescent fixtures.
2) Remember to enter the type of lamp. There are three types of lamps.
 T12: The least efficient bulb and the widest bulb
 T8: More efficient and thinner bulb than T12
 T5: The most efficient and thinnest bulb
3) Enter the Wattage per lamp. In the top left corner of the right worksheet,
there is reference information or look on the bulbs for their specific wattage.
4)
Enter the number of lamps per fixture & the
total number of fixtures in your room. In this
picture there are two fixtures and each fixture has
2 lamps/bulbs.
5) Enter hours the lights are used per day & days used per year. Keep in mind that the lights may be turned on
when the first person arrives at the school in the morning and stay on until the last person leaves, in some
schools that can mean the lights are on for 12 to 16 hours a day. If you are not sure ask. Many schools in the
United States average 180 days of instruction per year. But there may be people who use the school on the
weekends, over the summer or other times of the year. Try to figure out how many days your school is open.
6) Once you have entered this information it will automatically calculate the total consumption (kWh) and cost.

Potential Savings Calculator
1) Scroll to the right side of the excel sheet and you can now write down any energy saving recommendations
you have. Some energy saving ideas might be;
 Saving energy by getting more efficient lighting technology
 Reducing the number of lamps per fixture
 Minimizing the hours per day or the days per year the lights are on
2) If you are installing more efficient lamps enter the new wattage, if not enter the same wattage as before.
3) If you are not reducing the lamps per fixture, enter 0. If you are enter then number removed.
4) If you are not reducing the fixtures in the room, enter 0. If you are enter then number removed.
5) If you are not reducing the hours or days per year enter 0. If you are enter the hours or days that have been
reduced.
6) Look in the top right corner of the right worksheet for the total consumption (kWh) and cost savings.
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Appliance Cost Sheet
Most people are not aware that certain appliances continue to draw electricity when turned off. We call this usage
“Phantom Load”. On the appliance cost worksheet, we will be collecting information about the current electricity
consumption and cost for appliances in your rooms. Turning off, unplugging or using a power strip for your
appliances when not in use can save you money. This calculator will show you how much energy your appliances
use and how much you can save based on your recommendations.

Current Electricity Use Calculator
Power Monitor
1) Enter the name/type of appliance
2) Next enter both the in use and phantom load wattage of the appliance. There are two
ways to do this.
 Use a power monitor or Kill a Watt. (Teachers and students who are in the
Alliance’s PowerSave School program will be given power monitors. This gives
you the most accurate information about appliance energy use.
 If you don’t have a power monitor you can look for the label on the back
that shows energy use information or go online to research the average
energy use (http://tinyurl.com/appliance-energy) and the typical phantom energy use
(http://tinyurl.com/phantom-energy) .
3) If the appliance is always plugged in, enter Y for Yes. If not enter N for No.
4) Enter hours the appliance are used per day & the days used per year.
5) Enter the total number of the appliances.
6) Once you have entered this information the spreadsheet will
automatically calculate the total energy use and cost and the
potential savings.

Potential Savings Calculator
1) Scroll to the right side of the excel sheet and you can now write down any energy saving recommendations
you have. Some energy saving ideas might be;
 Saving energy by getting more efficient appliances
 Unplugging appliances to remove phantom loads
 Minimizing the hours per day or the days per year the appliances are on
 Reducing the number of appliances
2) If you are getting more efficient appliances enter the new wattage, if not enter the same wattage as before.
3) If you plan to unplug or eliminate phantom load from the appliance enter N and give yourself a pat on the
back.
4) If you are not reducing the hours or days per year enter 0. If you are enter the hours or days that have been
reduced.
7) If you are not reducing the appliances in the room, enter 0. If you are enter then number removed.
8) Look in the top right corner of the right worksheet for the total consumption (In Use & Phantom Loads) and
cost savings
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Computer Power Management Sheet
Unlike the other sheets in the excel file the computer worksheet does not calculate the energy use but instead
estimates the energy use base on average computer energy use. We did this because it is much quicker to
estimate computer energy use than separately measure the computer and the monitor for every type of
computer in the school. It does not show true measurements of energy use or savings. To more accurately
measure energy use and savings for computers, use the Appliance Cost Sheet that is located in this workbook.

Potential Savings Calculators
1) Enter room name
2) Enter the number and type of computers
 Desktop
 Monitor
Desktop
Monitor
Laptop
 Laptop
3) Enter hours the computer is used per day & days used per year
4) Select ENERGY STAR or Conventional. ENERGY STAR computers have better savings and they will generally
have a sticker.
5) Select a setting for when not in use
 Active/Screen Saver
 Standby
 Off
 Unplugged
6) Once you enter this information it will automatically estimate
the total consumption(kWh) and cost savings

Savings are calculated by assuming that both conventional and ENERGY STAR computers are “off” when not in use.
Additionally, there is a place to write your recommendations so that you can write ways to come up with better
computer power management plans. Lastly, to learn more about our methodology for estimating computer energy
savings please refer to the Assumptions and Methodology worksheet in the calculator.

Heating, Ventilation and Air Conditioning ( HVAC) Sheet
Heating, Ventilation and Air Conditioning (HVAC) is very important in controlling your energy usage and costs. In
many buildings HVAC energy use is responsible for close to half of the buildings overall energy use. However, HVAC
energy use is very difficult to quantify and it is hard to determine specifics how temperature affects energy
consumption. Therefore, we will not calculate the actual energy consumption and savings from HVAC in this
worksheet, but we can use this worksheet to collect useful data.
1) Enter the room name or type
2) Enter the humidity level and air temperature, which you can find by using a
humidity temperature pen
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3) Enter the type of thermostat. There are two types of thermostats.
A programmable thermostat is designed to adjust the temperature according to
a series of programmed settings. When using a manual thermostat, you have to
adjust temperature when you leave and arrive back in the room.
4) What type of air conditioning unit is in the room? There are two types of units: wall
units and vents
5) Enter the temperature set points and the number of hours that the room is at those
set points. If you don’t know this ask a facilities staff member.
6) How is the room heated? With a radiator or vents?
7) Is the temperature in the room uncomfortable at a certain times of year? Is it hot in
the summer, cold in the winter or always cold?
8) Are there specific hot or cold spots in the room?
9) What energy recommendations do you have?
Ex) Change thermostat set points and insulate windows with plastic

Summary Sheet
After collecting as much information as you can, return to the summary worksheet. Here you will see the totals
for all the energy consumption information you entered (lights, appliances and computers) & potential energy
savings recommendations listed side by side. You can see how many kilowatt-hours are being used, how much it
costs, the total pollution emitted based on that energy use and see energy use equivalents (like how many CFLSs
hours, hair dryer hours or homes) the building current uses and could save.

Remember information is power. You can use the information that you calculated to influence students, teachers,
parents, facilities and administrative staff to do their part to make a difference. Be creative and think about
behavioral, operational and even equipment changes that can make a difference. Join millions of other

Energy Superheroes who have made their classrooms, schools and homes energy efficient.
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